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Impact of atmospheric forcing on wintertime sea-ice lead patterns in the 
Southern Ocean 

Umesh Dubey, Sascha Willmes, Alexander Frost, and Gunther Heinemann 

(Environmental Meteorology, Trier University, Trier, Germany (dubey@uni-trier.de)) 
 
Sea-ice leads are narrow, linear fractures in sea ice, and are an important basis for 
understanding the mechanism of the atmosphere-sea ice-ocean system in the Southern Ocean. 
We use monthly sea-ice lead frequencies based on satellite thermal imagery with 1 km2 grid 
resolution to investigate potential causes for the observed spatial and temporal variabilities of 
sea-ice leads during wintertime (April-September), 2003-2023, using ERA5 winds and sea 
level pressure, as well as climate indices El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Southern 
Annular Mode (SAM). The presented investigation provides evidence for correlations between 
mean monthly lead frequency and monthly wind divergence, as well as monthly sea level 
pressure across the majority of the circum-Antarctic regions (significantly in the Weddell Sea, 
Ross Sea and Amundsen & Bellingshausen Sea). Furthermore, our investigation evaluates the 
influence of wintertime ENSO and SAM on sea-ice lead patterns in the Southern Ocean. 
Results reveal a positive correlation between sea-ice leads and SAM, in the Weddell Sea and 
specific regions of the Ross Sea. Moreover, a positive correlation is found between sea-ice 
leads and ENSO, particularly in the Ross Sea, Western Pacific Ocean, and certain portions of 
the Indian Ocean. While the driving mechanisms for these observations are not yet understood 
in detail, the presented results can contribute to opening new hypotheses on atmospheric 
forcing and sea-ice interactions. The contribution of atmospheric forcing to regional lead 
dynamics is complex, and a more profound understanding requires detailed investigations in 
combination with considerations of ocean processes. This study provides a starting point for 
further research into the detailed relationships between sea-ice leads and atmosphere, ocean, 
combined effect of ENSO-SAM, respectively in the Southern Ocean. 
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Two RAFOS-enabled APEX floats (AWI-9223 and AWI-9224) were deployed at 
8oW in the Antarctic Slope Current, on the 2200m and 2600m isobaths, in the context of the 
Hybrid Antarctic Float Observing System (HAFOS) in the Weddell Sea. Though both floats 
drifted westward at 800m depth, the float deployed in shallower waters (AWI-9223) 
propagated towards the Stancomb-Wills Iceshelf where it stayed for approximately two 
months, while float AWI-9224 propagated directly to the edge of the Filchner trough. 
Hydrography and trajectory data show that float AWI-9223 was captured by an anticyclonic 
eddy prior to moving under the iceshelf. We postulate that the eddy was generated by 
baroclinic instability on the shoreward side of the Antarctic Slope Current due to variable 
bathymetry and floating ice shelves. The anticyclonic eddy, with a core of fresh and cold 
Eastern Shelf Water, propagated westward along the slope and ultimately became trapped 
under the Stancomb-Wills Iceshelf. While under the iceshelf the eddy spun down as a result 
of ocean-iceshelf stresses, in accordance with timescales suggested by the linear model [1]. 
We use hydrography from both floats to investigate the role of the eddy in modifying water 
properties under the iceshelf, as well as cross-slope exchange at the iceshelf edge. A simple 
box model is fitted to observations to explore the role of eddies under the iceshelf, in relation 
to an ‘Eddy-Ice-Pumping’ mechanism [2]. Evidence of subsurface freshening due to the 
Eastern Shelf Water core can be found downstream at the edge of the Filchner Trough three 
months later. Since water at the Filchner Trough feeds FRIS, any changes in water mass 
properties can affect basal melting [3], dense water production [4] and potentially 
connectivity between the Weddell Sea and the Western Antarctic Peninsula [5] 

 
[1] Ou, H.W. & Gordon, A.L., Journal of Geophysical Research, 91(C6), 7623-7630 (1986).  
[2] Gupta, M., Marshall, J., Song, H., Campin, J.-M., & Meneghello, G., Journal of Geophysical 
Research: Oceans, 125 (2020). 
[3] Ryan, S., Hellmer, H.H., Janout, M., Darelius, E., Vignes, L.& Schroder, M., Geophysical 
Research Letters, 47 (2017). 
[4] Narayanan, A., Gille, S.T., Mazloff, M.R., & Murali, K., Journal of Geophysical Research Oceans, 
124 (2018).  
[5] Morrison, A.K., England, M.H., Hogg, A. McC., & Kiss, A.E., Geophysical Research Letters, 50 
(2023). 
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Machine learning as a tool to predict and understand Arctic sea-ice 
variability. 

Lauren Hoffman, François Massonnet 

Universitié Catholique de Louvain 

 

This work focuses on using statistical models to predict and understand rapid sea-ice loss events 
in the Arctic. While sea-ice extent in the Arctic has shown a downward trend for all seasons 
since 1979, the summer trajectory exhibits rapid, non-linear fluctuations with large interannual 
variability [1]. Recent advances in machine learning (ML) have shown promise for making 
predictions of sea ice on daily to seasonal timescales [2, 3]. We employ a data-driven approach 
with the aim of creating statistical models that can make reliable predictions of the evolution of 
summer sea-ice extent and forecast the probability of extreme sea ice reductions on seasonal to 
interannual timescales. We begin by building a transfer operator that makes interannual 
predictions of sea-ice extent based on historical statistical year-to-year state transitions [4]. 
Preliminary results show that the model is skillful at reproducing internal variability but has 
difficulty capturing extreme sea-ice minima. We are working on training the model with 
additional inputs to improve its overall reliability and ability to predict these extreme events.  
Additionally, future work will employ other types of ML models that can capture information 
about non-linear and non-local interactions between the sea ice, atmosphere, and ocean. 
Explainable machine learning (XML) methods will be applied to these models to understand the 
physical mechanisms of sea-ice predictability and variability of sea ice extent in the Arctic [5].  

 

[1]  Goosse, H., Arzel, O., Bitz, C. M., de Montety, A. & Vancoppenolle, M. Increased 
variability of the Arctic summer ice extent in a warmer climate. Geophys. Res. Lett. 36, L23702 
(2009).  

[2] Andersson, T.R., Hosking, J.S., Pérez-Ortiz, M. et al. Seasonal Arctic sea ice forecasting 
with probabilistic deep learning. Nat Commun 12, 5124 (2021).   

[3] Hoffman, L., Mazloff, M.R., Gille, S.T., Giglio, D. et al. Machine learning for daily forecasts 
of Arctic sea ice motion: an attribution assessment of model predictive skill. Artif. Intell. Earth 
Syst., 2, 230004 (2023).  

[4] Sévellec, F., Drijfhout, S.S. A novel probabilistic forecast system predicting anomalously 
warm 2018-2022 reinforcing the long-term global warming trend. Nat Commun 9, 3024 (2018).  

[5] Hoffman, L., Mazloff, M.R., Gille, S.T., Giglio, D. et al. Evaluating the robustness 
of explainable machine learning (XML) methods for application in regression predictions of 
Arctic sea-ice motion. (in prep, 2024). 
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The dramatic recent reductions in sea ice area (SIA) in the Antarctic [1] point to the urgency 

of understanding how sea ice will evolve under anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. 

Climate models project a substantial decline in SIA in forthcoming decades, but projections 

from different climate models differ widely from one another, so that it is not evident how one 

should combine these projections to make inference about what might happen in the real 

climate. Moreover, models have biases in their sea ice mean states and other aspects of sea ice 

representation, which might be expected to affect the fidelity of their predictions. 

 

We have previously used an emergent constraint method to demonstrate a relationship between 

historical climatological mean sea ice cover and centennial scale change in sea ice [2], 

especially in summer. If we understand the cause, this can partially account for biases and 

reduce uncertainty in future projections. Part of the cause of this relationship was found in the 

‘no ice limit’ that restricts the possible sea ice loss for a low-biased model, yet this only applies 

for time slice projections once this limit has been reached. 

 

Therefore, we wish to extend this approach to allow examination of the time evolution of sea 

ice over the 21st century. To this end, this study proposes a simple three parameter emulator 

model for SIA decay that can represent both linear and exponential decay, and therefore 

accounts for the ‘no sea ice’ limit. The model provides good fits to 36 CMIP6 model 

simulations of February SIA for 1950-2100 when forced with the ssp585 projection scenario. 

The initial SIA and the rate of linear decay (two of the parameters from the model) are found 

to exhibit a strong positive correlation across the model fits, implying the relationship shown 

in [2] was not solely due to the no-ice limit. This emergent relationship can be usefully 

exploited to make a more certain inference about how SIA is likely to decline. Furthermore, 

the model can also be applied to other seasons and forcing scenarios, as well as to decay as a 

function of temperature rather than time, which sheds light on some of the mechnisms involved. 

 

[1] W. Hobbs, W., and Coauthors, J. Climate, 37, 2263–2275 (2024)  

[2] C. R. Holmes, T. J. Bracegirdle, & P. R. Holland, GRL, 49, e2021GL097413 (2022) 
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Generation of the Internal Pycnocline in the Subpolar Southern Ocean by
Wintertime Sea Ice Melting

A. Klocker1 , A. C. Naveira Garabato2 , F. Roquet3, C. De Lavergne4, and S. R.
Rintoul5,6,7

1NORCE Norwegian Research Centre, Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research, Bergen,
Norway

2Ocean and Earth Science, National Oceanography Centre, University of Southampton,
Southampton, UK

3Department of Marine Sciences, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden
4LOCEAN Laboratory, Sorbonne University-CNRS-IRD-MNHN, Paris, France

5Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Environment, Hobart, TAS,
Australia

5Centre for Southern Hemisphere Oceans Research, CSIRO, Hobart, TAS, Australia
5Australian Antarctic Program Partnership, University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS, Australia

The ocean's internal pycnocline is a layer of elevated stratification that separates the well-
ventilated upper ocean from the more slowly renewed deep ocean. Despite its pivotal role in
organizing  ocean  circulation,  the  processes  governing  the  formation  of  the  internal
pycnocline remain little understood. Classical theories on pycnocline formation have been
couched in terms of temperature and it is not clear how the theory applies in the high-latitude
Southern  Ocean,  where  stratification  is  dominated  by  salinity.  Here  we  assess  the
mechanisms generating the internal pycnocline at southern high latitudes through the analysis
of a high-resolution, realistic, global sea ice–ocean model. We show evidence suggesting that
the  internal  pycnocline's  formation  is  associated  with  sea  ice-ocean  interactions  in  two
distinct ice-covered regions, fringing the Antarctic continental slope and the winter sea-ice
edge. In both areas, winter-persistent sea-ice melt creates strong, salinity-based stratification
at the base of the winter mixed layer. The resulting sheets of high stratification subsequently
descend into the ocean interior at fronts of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and connect
seamlessly to the internal pycnocline in areas further north in which pycnocline stratification
is determined by temperature. Our findings thus suggest an important role of localized sea
ice-ocean interactions in configuring the vertical structure of the Southern Ocean.
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The impact of retreating sea ice on extremes in air-sea heat fluxes across 
the marginal seas of the North Atlantic Ocean and adjoining Arctic Ocean 

 

G.W.K. Moore 1  

1Department of Physics, University of Toronto 
 
The spatial and temporal variability in sea ice across the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean plays an 
important role in modulating the air-sea sensible and latent heat fluxes across the region.  Typically, 
these fluxes are highest downstream of the marginal ice zone where cold and dry Arctic first encounters 
the open ocean.  By their nature, polynyas are also regions where these contrasts are large and, as a 
result, they are often characterized by elevated fluxes.  The retreat of sea ice or changes in polynya 
characteristics can, therefore, result in shifts in where these fluxes are large, impacting phenomena in 
both the atmosphere and ocean.  The spatial complexity of these changes in sea ice can make it a 
challenge to resolve the resulting impacts on air-sea fluxes.  Here, we use a high spatial resolution, 
2.5km, regional reanalysis of the subpolar North Atlantic spanning the period from 1991 to the present 
that extends from the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, northern Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea 
eastwards to the Norwegian Sea and Svalbard to characterize this impact.  We find that the retreat of 
sea ice is dramatically impacting the spatial distribution of both median and extreme air-sea fluxes 
across the region.  The changes are most pronounced near the North Water Polynya, the Labrador and 
Greenland Seas, as well as around Svalbard. Increases in the air-sea heat fluxes are also identified over 
the Arctic Ocean to the north of Ellesmere Island and north Greenland, the so-called Last Ice Area, 
which is associated with thinning ice. The impact of these changes on the atmosphere and ocean will 
be discussed. 
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Title: (Sub)Mesoscale Salinity Stratification and Variability in the Beaufort Gyre 
 
Authors: Carlyn Schmidgall, Peter Gaube, LuAnne Thompson, Jim Thomson 
 
The Beaufort Gyre is salinity stratified, allowing warm, salty layers at depth to be capped by 
cold, fresh layers near the surface. Vertical gradients in salinity therefore set the stability of the 
water column, and the tendency for subsurface heat to be mixed upward towards the surface. In 
the spring and summer, cool and fresh meltwater input from sea ice enhances salinity 
stratification. The degree to which these freshwater anomalies persist and precondition the ocean 
for sea ice formation is an open question with ramifications for the dynamics of the Beaufort 
Gyre, the Arctic cryosphere, and the global climate system. 
 
The September 2022 NASA Salinity and Stratification at the Sea Ice Edge (SASSIE) field 
campaign surveyed the Beaufort Gyre during the transition from summer ice melt to autumn ice 
advance. Here we present results and analysis from measurements collected via the Continuous 
Underway Multisensor Profiler, which recorded over 2,000 km of temperature and salinity 
profiles in high vertical (10 cm) and horizontal (1-2 km) resolution in the upper 100 m of the 
water column. Repeated transects, taken over roughly four days, show the influence of sea ice 
meltwater in the mixed layer and evolution of pockets of warm Pacific Summer Water beneath 
the halocline. These observations reveal a high degree of mesoscale and submesoscale 
variability, indicating the importance of small-scale processes in shaping overall patterns of 
salinity stratification and sea surface temperature.  
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Antarctic Sea Ice changes over the past decade 
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The Antarctic Sea Ice is changing rapidly, representing one of the most extreme alterations in the Earth's 
system observed over recent decades (potentially the most extreme, considering a retreat of the size of 
Greenland). Unprecedented changes have been observed since 2016, including reductions in sea ice 
cover and the emergence of offshore polynyas not seen since the 1970s. Various hypotheses aim to 
explain these extreme changes. Some studies argue that these changes are driven by atmospheric 
processes, such as variability in winds and atmospheric rivers, while others suggest that oceanic drivers, 
such as upwelling, could potentially be the cause. These studies mostly rely on atmospheric reanalysis 
data or in situ oceanic measurements. However, the scarcity of measurements in this region adds an 
additional degree of uncertainty to these analyses. Here, we use satellite sea surface salinity (SSS) 
derived from SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) observations to help elucidate what has 
occurred over the past decade. We combine this SSS dataset with sea ice observations from satellites, 
as well as with in situ observations and models, to demonstrate that both atmospheric and oceanic 
processes are involved in the observed changes, highlighting the complexity of the ice-ocean-
atmosphere system in the Southern Ocean. 
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Interhemispheric Teleconnections as Drivers of the Southern Hemisphere
Response to Spontaneous Dansgaard-Oeschger-type Events 

I. Trombini 1,2,3 , N. Weitzel3, P.Valdes4 and K. Rehfeld3,5

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Bologna
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5Department of Physics, University of Tübingen 

Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) events are the most iconic mode of millennial-scale variability  of
glacial climate.  First observed in the Greenland ice core record [1], these events manifest  as
quasi-periodic abrupt warmings in the range of 5-16°C within decades [2], followed by gradual
cooling over centuries. DO events are believed to originate from millennial-scale variability in
the  Atlantic  Meridional  Overturning  Circulation  (AMOC).  The  variations  in  the  AMOC are
thought to be linked also to the transmission of the DO signal to the Southern Hemisphere (SH)
through the bipolar seesaw, explaining the lagged and muted temperature response observed in
the Antarctic isotope record, known as the Antarctic Isotope Maxima (AIM). However, recent ice
core-based reconstructions have found a synchronous response superimposed on the AIM signal,
suggesting an additional contribution by atmospheric teleconnections to the propagation of DO
events [3]. Here, we study the propagation of DO-type signals from the North Atlantic to the
Southern  Hemisphere  in  a  set  of  simulations  with  the  general  circulation  model  HadCM3,
including an isotope-enabled run [4]. The simulations show spontaneous DO-type oscillations
under  glacial  boundary conditions,  which allows studying the interaction  of atmospheric  and
oceanic processes under a continuously varying background state. Consistent with the ice core
record, we find a muted and anti-phased temperature response over Antarctica that lags the North
Atlantic by ~300 years, in agreement with the bipolar seesaw. Additionally, we identify a robust
SH mode in phase with the North Atlantic. This mode is associated with hydroclimate changes in
the  tropical  Pacific,  which  modulate  the  SH  atmospheric  circulation,  and,  thereby,  impact
Antarctic temperatures. Notably, the dominant millennial-scale circulation pattern exhibits zonal
asymmetries  that  do  not  resemble  the  leading  modes  of  inter-annual  variability.  Preliminary
analyses  indicate  a  good  agreement  of  the  simulated  millennial-scale  variability  in  oxygen
isotopes with speleothem and ice core records.

[1] Dansgaard, W. et al., Evidence for general instability of past climate from a 250-kyr ice-core record. Nature 364, 218–220 
(1993), doi: 10.1038/364218a0
[2] Kindler, P. et al.,Temperature reconstruction from 10 to 120 kyr b2k from the NGRIP ice core, Clim. Past, 10, 887–902 
(2014), doi: 10.5194/cp-10-887-2014
[3] C. Buizert et al., Abrupt ice-age shifts in southern westerly winds and Antarctic climate forced from the north, Nature 563, 
7733 (2018), doi: 10.1038/s41586-018-0727-5
[4] E. Armstrong et al., Identifying the mechanisms of DO-scale oscillations in a GCM: a salt oscillator triggered by the 
Laurentide ice sheet, Clim. Dyn. (2022), doi: 10.1007/s00382-022-06564-y
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